Abstract. We prove a comprehensive version of the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem with explicit estimates of the spectral radius of the Ruelle transfer operator and various other quantities related to spectral properties of this operator. The novelty here is that the Hölder constant of the function generating the operator appears only polynomially, not exponentially as in previous known estimates.
Introduction
We consider an one-sided shift space Σ + A = {ξ = (ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m , . . .) : 1 ≤ ξ i ≤ q, A(ξ i , ξ i+1 ) = 1 for all i ≥ 0 } , where A is a q × q matrix of 0's and 1's (q ≥ 2). We assume that A is aperiodic, i.e. there exists an integer M > 0 such that A M (i, j) > 0 for all i, j (see e.g. Ch. 1 in [5] ). The shift map σ : Σ is real-valued, it asserts that L f has a simple maximal positive eigenvalue λ, a corresponding strictly positive eigenfunction h and a probability measure ν on Σ + A such that spec θ (L f ) \ {λ} is contained in a disk of radius ρ λ for some ρ ∈ (0, 1), L * f ν = λν, and assuming h is normalized by h dν = 1, we also have
This was proved by Ruelle [7] (see also [8] ). In the case of a complex-valued function f similar results were established by Pollicott [6] .
In this paper a comprehensive version of the Ruelle-Perron-FrobeniusTheorem is considered which provides explicit estimates for the various constants and functions involved, e.g. the function h and the constant ρ mentioned above, as well as the speed of convergence in (1.1). Estimates of this kind were derived in [9] , however the constants that appeared there, including the estimate ρ for the spectral radius of the operator L f , involved terms of the form e C|f | θ for various constants C > 0. The same applies to the estimates that appear in [2] , [7] , [8] , [5] and also to the estimate of the spectral radius of L f obtained in [4] .
From our personal experience, when estimates for families of Ruelle transfer operators L f are considered for a class of functions f , usually the norms |f | ∞ are uniformly bounded, however the Hölder constants |f | θ can vary a lot and in some cases can be arbitrarily large. That is why, estimates involving terms of the form e C|f | θ are particularly unpleasant. All estimates obtained in this paper involve only powers of |f | θ , and, in this sense, they are significantly sharper than the existing ones.
The motivation for [9] came from investigations in scattering theory on distribution of scattering resonances, in particular in dealing with the so called Modified Lax-Phillips Conjecture for obstacles K in R n that are finite disjoint unions of strictly convex bodies with smooth boundaries [10] . The present work stems from studies on decay of correlations for Axiom A flows and spectra of Ruelle transfer operators in the spirit of [3] and [11] .
Sect. 2 below contains the statement of the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem with comprehensive estimates of the constants involved, while Sect. 3 is devoted to a proof of the theorem. As in [9] , we follow the main frame of the proof in [2] with necessary modifications.
The Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem
In what follows A will be a q × q matrix (q ≥ 2) such that A M > 0 for some integer M ≥ 1, θ ∈ (0, 1) will be a fixed number and f ∈ F θ (Σ + A ) will be a fixed real-valued function. Set 
The spectral radius of L f as an operator on F θ (Σ + A ) is λ, and its essential spectral radius is θ λ. The eigenfunction h satisfies
and the constants B and r 0 can be chosen as
(b) The probability measureν = h ν (this is the so called Gibbs measure generated by f ) is σ-invariant.
(c) We have spec θ (L f ) {z ∈ C : |z| = λ} = {λ}. Moreover λ is a simple eigenvalue for L f and every z ∈ spec θ (L f ) with |z| < λ satisfies |z| ≤ ρ λ, where
and every integer n ≥ 0 we have
where
The constants K, ρ, D f , etc. are not optimal, slightly better estimates are possible as one can see from the proof in Sect 3.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We will use the notation and assumptions from Sect. [2] , it follows from the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem that there exist a Borel probability measure ν on Σ
The first significant difference between our argument and the one in [2] is in the definitions of the constants B m and the space Λ below. In our argument they depend on m 0 , i.e. on b. Proof. We use a modification of the proof of Lemma 1.8 in [2] . It is clear that Λ is convex and closed in C(Σ + A ), and also Λ = ∅ since 1 ∈ Λ.
Keeping z fixed and integrating (3.3) with respect to x gives
.
Using (3.1), (3.2) and the definition of B m0 we get
where K is as in (2.3), while B and r 0 are defined by (2.4). (For later convenience we take slightly larger B and r 0 than necessary here.) Thus,
Next, integrating (3.3) with respect to z yields
Thus,
Let is prove now that Λ is an equicontinuous family of functions. Given ǫ > 0, take m ≥ m 0 so that e
Hence Λ is equicontinuous.
It remains to show that T (Λ) ⊂ Λ. Let g ∈ Λ. Then T g ≥ 0 and T g dν = 1. Let m ≥ m 0 and let y ∈ C m [x]. Given ξ = (ξ 0 , ξ 1 , . . . , ) ∈ Σ + A with σξ = x, we have
This and g ∈ Λ imply g(ξ) ≤ B m+1 g(η(ξ)) and
Thus, T g ∈ Λ.
Using the above Lemma and the Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem we derive Corollary 3.2. There exists h ∈ Λ with T h = h, i.e. with Lh = λh. Moreover we have
3). The latter follows from (3.4) and (3.5), since
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant µ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every g ∈ Λ there existsg ∈ Λ with (3.7)
More precisely we can take
Proof. We use a modification of the proof of Lemma 1.9 in [2] .
Define µ by (3.8). Given g ∈ Λ, set
. We will show thatg(x) ≤ B mg (y), which is equivalent to g 1 (x) ≤ B m g 1 (y), i.e. to
that is, to
Given ξ ∈ Σ + A with σξ = x define η = η(ξ) by (3.6); then ση = y and η ∈ C m+1 [ξ]. For any G ∈ Λ, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we have
Using this with
This and h(x) ≥ h(y)
Bm show that to prove (3.9) it is enough to establish
Next, the definition of B m , h(y) ≤ K and (T m0+M g)(y) ≥ 1/K show that the latter will be true if we prove µ e For the left-hand-side of (3.11) there exists some z with |z|
For the right-hand-side of (3.11) we have
Thus, (3.11) would follow from µ
The latter is clearly true by (3.8) . This proves (3.11) which, as we observed, implies (3.9). Hencẽ g(x) ≤ B mg (y) which shows thatg ∈ Λ. |T n g − h| ∞ ≤ Aβ n for every g ∈ Λ and every integer n ≥ 0. More precisely we can take
Proof. We use a modification of the proof of Lemma 1.10 in [2] . Let g ∈ Λ. Given an integer n ≥ 0 write n = p(m 0 + M ) + r for some integers p ≥ 0 and r = 0, 1, . . . , m 0 + M − 1. By Lemma 3.3,
Continuing in this way we prove by induction
and therefore, using (3.4), (3.14)
Next, notice that by (3.1) for every bounded function G on Σ + A we have
so |T G| ∞ ≤ qe 2|f |∞ |G| ∞ . Using this r times and setting
As in previous estimates, using (3.2) and (3.4) we get
We have 1 − µ ≥ 1/2 by (3.8), so the above and (3.13) imply
n . It remains to show that β ′ ≤ β. We will use the elementary inequality (1 − x) a ≤ 1 − ax for 0 ≤ x < 1 and 0 < a < 1. It implies
This proves the lemma. Lemma 3.5. For every g ∈ Λ we have |g| θ < BbK, and so g θ < 2BbK.
Proof. Let g ∈ Λ and let x, y ∈ Σ
Next, assume that m ≥ m 0 . Then using again (3.2) and (3.4) we get
) and h > 0 is a corresponding eigenfunction. Moreover, following arguments from the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [5] , one proves that λ is a simple eigenvalue and spec θ (L f ) ⊂ {z : |z| ≤ λ}. Also, following the argument from the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [1] , one shows that the essential spectral radius of L f as an operator on
Proof. We will proceed as in [9] with some modifications. Let g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ). First, assume that g ≥ 0. The case |g| θ = 0 follows trivially from Lemma 3.4, so assume |g| θ > 0 and setg = C g + 1, where C =
We will check thatg/ω ∈ Λ. Let m ≥ m 0 , and let x, y ∈ Σ + A be such that y ∈ C m [x] . Assume e.g.g(x) ≥g(y). We havẽ
Hence, usingg(y) ≥ 1 and (3.2) it follows that
This shows thatg/ω ∈ Λ, and by (3.12), |T ng − ωh| ∞ ≤ Aωβ n . Thus,
Using this and (3.12) with g = 1 yields
For general g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ), write g = g + − g − , where g + = max{g, 0} ≥ 0 and
We will now sketch the proofs of the Basic Inequalities (see Proposition 2.1 in [5] or Lemma 1.2 in [2] ) keeping track on the constants involved. We continue to use the notation from Sect. 2 and also the one introduced above for the function f and the operator L = L f . Lemma 3.7. (Basic Inequalities) We have
, n ≥ 0, and
Proof. We will just follow the standard arguments to derive the above estimates. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that
This proves (3.17). Next, let g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ), and let n ≥ 1. Given x ∈ Σ + A and y ∈ C n [x], for any ξ ∈ Σ + A with σ n ξ = x, denote by η = η(ξ) the unique element of Σ
and therefore
The above yields
which proves (3.18). The latter obviously implies (3.19).
To derive part (c) in Theorem 2.1, just notice that (2.5) implies ρ > β, where β is given by (3.13). If z ∈ spec θ (L f ) with ρ λ < |z| and z = λ, then z is an eigenvalue of L. If g is a corresponding eigenfunction, then g dν = 0 by (3.15), and using (3.15) again gives |z| ≤ β λ < ρ λ, a contradiction. This shows that spec θ (L f ) ∩ {z : |z| > ρ λ} = {λ}.
We will now use (3.15) to prove Lemma 3.8. For every g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ) we have
where ρ is given by (2.5) and A 2 = (1−θ) . Proof. We will again use a corresponding argument in [9] with some modifications. Let g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ) and let n ≥ 1. 
where A ′ = 40K 4 b 2 1−θ . This proves (3.20) in the case considered. Case 2. General case. Let g ∈ F θ (Σ + A ) and let n ≥ 1. Setg = g − α h, where α = g dν. Then g dν = 0, so by Case 1, we have |L ng | θ ≤ A ′ λ n β n/2 g θ . By Corollary 3.2 we have |g| ∞ ≤ |g| ∞ + K|g| ∞ ≤ (1 + K) g θ , while Lemma 3.5 implies |g| θ ≤ |g| θ + |g| ∞ |h| θ ≤ BbK g θ . Thus, g θ ≤ 2BbK g θ . This and the above estimate imply 1 λ n L n g − h g dν
Combining with (3.15) gives
Finally it follows from √ 1 − x < 1 − x/2 for 0 < x < 1 and (2.5) that
This proves (2.6).
